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General Instructions:➢ All questions are compulsory.
➢ Read the questions carefully and write the answers in the answer sheets provided.
➢ Do not answer the questions randomly. Attempt all the questions of one section before moving on to another
section.

➢ Do not write anything on the question paper.
Q.1. Tick the correct option

(5)

I. Families most commonly found these days are: a) Nuclear families

b) Joint families

c) Big Families.

II. We can know what is being cooked with us
a) Eyes

b) nose

c) eyes and nose.

III. Kitchen gardens are also called.
a) Community gardens

b) home gardens

c) private gardens

IV. Vanchippattu is sang during
a) The bale race

b) rocking swings

c) Sadya

V. Whose family is a joint family
a) rains

b) Anil’s

c) Both a and b

VI. Fresh vegetables help us to eat____
a) balance d diet

b) Tasty food

c) Raw Food.

VII. Boat race are held in
a) Temples

b) backwaters

c) Thiruvananthapuram

VIII. Poolalam is___
a) A floral dress for girl

b) A Season of flowers c) A floral carpet or design made with lot of flowers.

IX. To find out if the teat of bread you want to buy is soft you use
a) Skin

b) Ears

c) Eyes

X. Rani lives in___
a) Chennai

b) Agartala

c) Kolkata

Q.2. Fill in the blanks.

(5)

I. A big family consists of ______ numbers
II. Lungs are protected by the ____________
III. Kitchen garden gives us _________ vegetables
IV. Onam is the state festival of _________
V. The hens and ducks eat__________.
Q.3. State whether the following statement are true or false
1. We must use the pedestrian crossing of a subway to cross the road.
2. We need ears to should loud.
3. Cottage can be found as log cabins.
4. Animals need water for playing.
5. Dirty water from our houses goes straight to the rivers.
Q.4. Match the following

(5)

1. miner

a). mild music

2. Honey

b). see with eyes

3. Skull

c). beehives

4. Cartoons

d). Protects brain

5. ears

e). digs silver

Q.5. Give one word for the following

(5)

1. Vast areas that do not have water are called.
2. What do heavy clouds come down as?
3. What is the process of water circulation called?
4. How can we take rainwater out from the ground?
5. What do tiny water droplets that condense become?
Q.6. Answer the following in one or two sentences

(3x10=30)

1. who form a big family?
2. define an organ system.
3. How sense organ helps us?
4. What is skeleton?
5. How do fresh vegetable helps us?
6. What is a desert?
7. Why are rondelets built even today?
8. What are the three main attraction of Onam?
9. Who does Mannu live with?
10. How does a tailor help us?
Q.7. Answer the following in five to six sentences.

(20)

1. How did the shepherds and goatherds enjoy the sale tree?
2. What do people buy for Onam? What is it called?
3. What are joints? Name three place in our body where there are joints?
4. How does Anil help his parents?
5. What should we do after reading for the long time?
Q.8. Draw the digestive system and write their names

(5)

